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WOMEN WANT TO WORK BUT ARE STILL 

NOT GETTING THE JOBS….ILO 

Work Related Gender Gap is still not 

improved, the ILO has said in a report 

published. 

 

 

 

“There is no tool for development more effective than the 

empowerment of women.”  

-Kofi Annan 

 

“You can tell the condition of a nation by looking at the status 

of its women”  

– Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru 

 

Women empowerment means liberation of women from the 

brutal grips of  

 

 social,  

 economical, 

 political,  

 caste and  

 gender-based discrimination 

 

It merely means granting (??) women the freedom to make 

life choices. This is disputable, as Women always states that 

why we (as women) need permission from the other Gender…. 

for their freedom…. 

 

Women empowerment does not mean ‘worshipping women’ 

rather it means substituting patriarchy with equality…. 

HR Vidyalaya 

Wishes one & all 

for Women’s day 

2021 
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" " is the theme for the International women's day for the year 2021.     

I would say it is a perfect theme for the year.  

Women should have a courage and strong thoughts and choose to 

challenge themselves in all parts of life. Be it professional goals, 

personal goals, social goals etc... 

Women in leadership is to be improved to a much higher level. 

Gender discrimination should be eliminated, and it should start 

from parenting itself. Boy child should be brought up in such a way 

that "Gender Equality " is to be in his every thoughts and acts. 

V.Bharathi                                                                                     

Head HR of Lincoln Electric Company India Private Limited 

Staying positive, encouraging, inspiring others, and believing in myself with clear 

vision has given me the confidence to reach my goals. A well-balanced life has 

allowed me to overcome all challenges in life.    

Warmth & gentle,                                                                                                  

Optimistic & devoted,                                                                                                              

Modesty & humility,                                                                                                              

Ambitious are traits in women  

Nurture the family and society.                                                                                                 

Happy Women's Day.  

Dr. N. Sharadha, Assistant Professor, Bangalore University. 
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I would like to tell this to all the women's out there that start loving yourself first before loving others, take 

out time for yourselves, do whatever you want to do. 

I agree that we have some responsibilities, or we are bound by some responsibilities but don’t forget "you" in 

fulfilling all those responsibilities. 

Whether you are there or not life will keep going on, your husband, your kids all can survive without you also, 

it’s a matter of time. 

People come and go we only remember them on some occasions so why                                                               

to sacrifice our beautiful life which God has gifted us. 

You are fierce, bold, and daring. 

You just need to realize your strength and overcome all the barriers in                                                                                                                     

your life (if any). 

Don’t ever say that "I am a woman, I can’t do this, I can’t do that.                                                                                        

Wish I could be a boy".  

You don’t know what all strengths and qualities god give to a woman so                                                                                                       

cherish that and stand by that. 

No matter what you can have the power to handle everything with a                                                                                                          

smile 😊. 

So, always Keep smiling 😊. 

We become more stronger when we are being challenged so never afraid of accepting one. 

Cheers and Happy Women's day to all strong, compassionate, unique, and powerful women. 

 

 

https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2020/9/feature-covid-19-economic-impacts-on-women
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2020/9/feature-covid-19-economic-impacts-on-women
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What to say…..Life is Challenging and Difficult…. Days I get income, myself and my 

family manages with Food…. else, just pass the day…. 

I had to take care of the Family & Shop also… My son is also working outside 

Can’t take leave as I must work every day to survive…  If no business also I had to 

report myself everyday morning and wait for customers…. 

During Corona, as offices were closed…..we had ZERO business but survived and now 

40 to 50% of business has picked up…. Fearing Customers may shift their patronage, 

we could not able to revise the price for laundry, though the day-to-day essentials 

are everyday increasing…. Life is going….. 

Mrs.Rajeswari, Self Employed – Laundry Woman 

 

 

 

Planning to celebrate “Women’s Day in your office on 8th March 2021, Monday. Some tips... 

1. Empower the reporting Woman employee as LEAD for a day/week (Segment or 

Department or Team) 

2. Let the Woman/Women lead the Review meetings / client meetings, etc. (where 

currently it is not happening). Let the men just suggest 

3. Let the Woman team member organize a Panel (online or physical) meeting and give 

her thoughts to improve quality of work / deliverables 

4. Review HR Policy, whether the equitable support is given to Women at work. 

Whether there are programs for Women to advance to leadership positions… 

Whether there are specific programs where Women are Mentors or Coaches… 

5. Understand the Women fraternity’s challenges at work and empower them. 

Just giving a Rose or Chocolate or asking them to come in a conventional dress (physical or 

virtual) and a Townhall meeting is not “empowering Women...” 
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I remember one time when I was told being opinionated wasn’t an 

attractive trait in a girl by a girl itself ignoring the irony of it. And that 

day onwards I tell them why I don’t agree with them. I am opinionated 

and therefore vocal with my stance and tolerating less.  

No, Women aren’t their own enemies, but Patriarchy is. Replacing the 

toxic bitterness of it begins at home by our mothers and fathers. All it 

requires is to Listen – Accept - Support leading each other to 

empowerment. Women who are outspoken and believe in equality aren’t 

cultureless or disrespectful, they are instead strong, independent and 

an inspiration to defy the corrupt system themselves.  

The problem begins when opinions of power 

residing people are accepted as truth no matter 

how problematic and prejudiced, they are by the 

system of patriarchy. This glass ceiling will shatter 

only when feminism and sisterhood are built 

together where men and women coexist together 

for better opportunity and change.  

    As a student marching my way to adulthood, I 

would like to give a huge shoutout to those smart 

and brave little girls out there, its okay if you are 

dark, fat, thin, pale, or called as a difficult woman, 

you will be criticized for anything you are, you will 

come across with loads of daunting and body 

shaming / positivity notes and advices. Just stay 

fabulous and do what makes you happy and is right. 

Make every sunrise count because at the end of the 

day,                                    

“You are what you think”  

Nivedya Chandrasekar                                                       

Currently pursuing Masters in English Literature at Pondicherry University 

 


